Printer Fleet
ready. set. go.

100% Web Based. Easy to Use. Easy to Love.

There’s not a day that goes by when
your workplace isn’t buzzing with
people gathered around copiers and
printers, sending emails, or calling copy
centers trying to figure out where their
job is, why it’s delayed, and how to get
their project out faster.

stay accountable

We Move the Way
You Move.
Our Printer Fleet Module helps
everyone in the workplace stay one
step ahead so employees can spend
less time wondering and wandering,
and more time working!

Accountability is maintained throughout
the lifecycle of each request so you can
identify the responsible staff member
for each action in the fulfillment
workflow.
monitor your requests

Stay on top of every, single request – for
any device. You’ll get real-time visibility
into requests that have been fulfilled,
those that are outstanding, and those
that are in process – so you know just
what to expect, and when to expect it.
automate everyday tasks

like toner ordering and checking printer
maintenance.

Track it your way, with The Trail Manager
EASY ROUTE MANAGEMENT

DEVICE-SMART LINKING

Track your tasks your way, with the Trail
Manager. The Trail Manager easily allows
you to define the who, what, when, where
and how of every task, so you can monitor
each step along the way, stay in control,
and monitor and manage compliance.

Whatever your device, we can speak its
language. Whether your printer uses
a specific toner or ink or your copier
needs a certain paper, we can speak the
language of multi-functional devices
– for easy, seamless communication
between you and your workplace.

PERSONAL PORTAL
Request a job, view the queue, and get
real-time visibility into job status.
iOS & ANDROID COMPATIBLE
Securely access, update, monitor and
report on activity – even when you are
away from your desk.

SMART REPORTING
Robust, baseline reports provide the
history & stats you need to stay on top
of Printer Fleet operations.

Power Up Your Printer Fleet Module with
Performance Management
MANAGE OUTSOURCED SERVICE PROVIDERS to SLA based contracts, and negotiate
better contracts based on the actual results obtained.
USE PROACTIVE PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT to avoid lapses by flagging upcoming
deadlines in real time.
OPTIMIZE RESOURCE UTILIZATION while still achieving mandated service levels.

Designed with you in mind
With years of experience in Workplace Management, you’ll find our easy to configure
software will support any type of process – anywhere, anytime.
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Scan a Barcode
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Check all Completed Tasks

Move on to the
Next Printer

The Bear Difference
get smarter at every step
BearTracks expertly picks up the
trail YOU need to track, follows
the flow of information seamlessly
across one site or multiple sites,
captures it in a friendly, easy to use
format, and puts it right at your
fingertips.
We make collaboration across
the entire workplace a breeze. No
matter what you need to talk to.

Enterprise
Systems

Mail & Parcel

Supply & Inventory

Reporting & Analytics
Configurable Workflow
Personal Portal

Multiple
Locations

BEAR TRACKS

Rooms & Tasks
Multi-Functional
Devices

Legacy
Software

what’s not to love about that?
Printer Fleet
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